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ĐỀ THI HỌC KÌ 1 LỚP 10 MÔN ANH

NĂM 2021 - 2022 CÓ ĐÁPÁN

Đề thi học kì 1 tiếng Anh lớp 10 có đáp án số 1

Thí sinh chọn đáp án đúng và điền vào khung bên dưới:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Read the passage, and expose the correct answer A, B, C or D for

each question

The American family unit is in the process of change. In the first half of the 20th

century, there were mainly two types of families: the extended and the nuclear. An

extended family includes mother, father, children and some other relatives, living

in the same house. A nuclear family is composed of just parents and children living

under the same roof.

As the American economy had progressed from agricultural to industrial one,

people were forced to move to different parts of the country to get good jobs.

These jobs were mainly in the large cities. Now, in fact, three-quarters of

Americans live in urban areas which occupy 2.5% of the national total land mass.

Of the 118 million in the labor force, only 3 million still work on the farm.
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Since moving for better jobs has often divided the extended family, the nuclear

family became more popular. At present, 55% of the families in the US are nuclear

families. But besides the two types of traditional family groupings, the family is

now being expanded to include a variety of other living arrangements because of

divorce. There is an increase in single-parent families, in which a father or mother

lives with one or more children. Divorce has also led to blended families, which

occur when previously married men and women marry again and combine the

children from former marriage into a new family. There are also some couples who

do not want to have children to form two-person childless families.

Câu 1: A nuclear family is one that ___________________________.

A. relatives live with

B. consists of father, mother, and children living in the same house

C. there are only grandparents, parents and their children living in

D. is bigger than extended family

Câu 2: The expression “under the same roof ’ means

A. in the same building B. a house with one roof

C. a house with the roof the same as the wall D. under the house

Câu 3: The nuclear family becomes more popular because of

_______________________.

A. an increase in single-parent families B. the division of the extended family

C. more divorces D. fewer jobs in big cities
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Câu 4: A blended family is a newly formed

family____________________________ .

A. that there is only one couple living in with their newborn children

B. that has only father or mother living with children

C. in which there are no children

D. with the combination of children of the two previously married father and

mother

Choose the best answers

Câu 5: Choose the word which is STRESSED differently from the

rest.

A. concentrate B. introduce C. digital D. smartphone

Câu 6: I’m tired so that I’d rather not to go out this evening, if you don’t mind.

A. don’t B. tired C. so that D. not to go

Câu 7: The charity music night was _________. All the audience thought it was

interesting.

A. interested B. useless C. useful D. interesting

Câu 8: My dad is responsible ________ mending things around the house.

A. in B. on C. about D. for

Câu 9: She was playing games while he _________ a football match.
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A. was watching B. watched C. watches D. was watch

Câu 10: One day he promised...................her a song. He had such a beautiful

voice!

A. sing B. sang C. to sing D. singing

Câu 11: I have been fortunate enough to visit many parts of the world as a

lecturer. (Indicate the word or phrase OPPOSITE in meaning to the

underlined part)

A. unlucky B. lucky C. unclear D. clear

Câu 12: Food is broken down and converted into energy in the ____ system.

A. circulatory B. skeletal C. digestive D. respiratory

Câu 13: A food processor is used for..............up or..............food.

A. chop/ mix B. chopping/ mixing C. chopping/ mix D. chop/ mixing

Câu 14: Everyone feels enthusiastic during his________.

A. performance B. performer C. performed D. perform

Câu 15: There have been significant changes in women's lives since the

women's liberation movement.

A. economic B. natural C. important D. controlled

Câu 16: I _________ many people since I came here in June.

A. meeting B. have met C. was D. has met
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Câu 17: Choose the word whose underlined part is PRONOUNCED

differently from the others

A. cats B. tapes C. rides D. cooks

Câu 18: He is a talented composer, ________ he has received many national

prizes.

A. or B. and C. but D. nor

Choose the word or phrase ( A, B, C or D) that best fits each space in

the following passage

What kind of music do you enjoy? Some people like going to classical concerts,

and (19)……. to an orchestra. The musicians wear very formal clothes, and the

audience is silent until the end of the (20)…… Perhaps you are a rock music fan.

Rock concerts (21)……… at football grounds or in parks. Members of the

audience dance to the music, or sing the songs. Traditional music is played at

weddings and parties in many countries, and some people make their own music at

home. Nowadays we (22) …... music in shops and lifts , and many people carry

their own music with them, or even listen to music when they study. Music is

everywhere!

Câu 19: A. listening B. to listening C. listen D. listened

Câu 20: A. performance B. music C. action D. happening

Câu 21: A. hold B. was held C. are held D. held

Câu 22: A. listen B. perform C. hear D. understand
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Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original

meanings

1. People speak English here. (Passive voice)

__________________________________________________________________

____.

2. The guide said, “Let’s stop for a rest”

The guide suggested

_____________________________________________________.

3. My mother makes my bed on weekends. (last Sunday)

__________________________________________________________________

____.

4. I haven’t seen him for 2 months.

I last

__________________________________________________________________

_.

5. Tom began playing the piano 4 years ago.

Tom has

________________________________________________________________.

6. All his friends will see him off at the airport. (Passive voice)
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He________________________________________________________________

_____.

ĐÁP ÁN

Read the passage, and expose the correct answer A, B, C or D for

each question

1 - B; 2 - A; 3 - B; 4 - D;

Choose the best answers

5 - B; 6 - D; 7 - D; 8 - D; 9 - A; 10 - C;

11 - A; 12 - C; 13 - B; 14 - A; 15 - C; 16 - B; 17 - C; 18 - B;

Choose the word or phrase ( A, B, C or D) that best fits each space

in the following passage

19 - A; 20 - A; 21 - C; 22 - C;

Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original

meanings

1 - English is spoken here.

2 - He will be seen off at the airport by all his friends.

3 - My mother made my bed last Sunday.

4 - Tom has played the piano for 4 years

5 - I last saw him 2 months ago.
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6 - The guide suggested stopping for a rest/ The guide suggested that we should

stop/stopped for a rest.

Đề thi học kì 1 lớp 10 môn Anh mới có đáp án số 2

Thí sinh chọn đáp án đúng và điền vào khung bên dưới:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Choose the word or phrase ( a, b , c or d) that best fits each space

in the following passage

What kind of music do you enjoy? Some people like going to classical concerts,

and (1)……. to an orchestra. The musicians wear very formal clothes, and the

audience is silent until the end of the (2)…… Perhaps you are a rock music fan.

Rock concerts (3)……… at football grounds or in parks. Members of the audience

dance to the music, or sing the songs. Traditional music is played at weddings and

parties in many countries, and some people make their own music at home.

Nowadays we (4) …... music in shops and lifts, and many people carry their own

music with them, or even listen to music when they study. Music is everywhere!

Câu 1: A. listening B. to listening C. listen D. listened

Câu 2: A. happening B. music C. action D. performance

Câu 3: A. hold B. was held C. are held D. held
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Câu 4: A. listen B. perform C. hear D. understand

Choose the best answers

Câu 5: Choose the word which is STRESSED differently from the rest.

A. digital

B. concentrate

C. smartphone

D. introduce

Câu 6: The charity music night was _____________. All the audience thought it

was interesting.

A. useful

B. interesting

C. interested

D. useless

Câu 7: My dad is responsible ________ mending things around the house.

A. about

B. on

C. for
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D. in

Câu 8: She was playing games while he _________ a football match.

A. watched

B. was watch

C. was watching

D. watches

Câu 9: One day he promised...................her a song. He had such a beautiful voice!

A. sing

B. sang

C. to sing

D. singing

Câu 10: Choose the word whose underlined part is PRONOUNCED differently

from the others

A. cats

B. tapes

C. cooks

D. rides
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Câu 11: I have been fortunate enough to visit many parts of the world as a

lecturer. (Indicate the word or phrase OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined

part)

A. unlucky

B. lucky

C. unclear

D. clear

Câu 12: I’m tired so that I’d rather not to go out this evening, if you don’t mind.

A. don’t

B. not to go

C. tired

D. so that

Câu 13: Food is broken down and converted into energy in the ____ system.

A. digestive

B. respiratory

C. skeletal

D. circulatory

Câu 14: I _________ many people since I came here in June.
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A. meeting

B. have met

C. was

D. has met

Câu 15: There have been significant changes in women's lives since the

women's liberation movement.

A. economic

B. natural

C. important

D. controlled

Câu 16: He is a talented composer, ________ he has received many national

prizes.

A. nor

B. but

C. or

D. and

Câu 17: A food processor is used for..............up or..............food.

A. chopping/ mix
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B. chop/mix

C. chop/ mixing

D. chopping/ mixing

Câu 18: Everyone feels enthusiastic during his________.

A. performance

B. performer

C. performed

D. perform

Read the passage, and expose the correct answer A, B, C or D for

each question

The American family unit is in the process of change. In the first half of the 20th

century, there were mainly two types of families: the extended and the nuclear. An

extended family includes mother, father, children and some other relatives, living

in the same house. A nuclear family is composed of just parents and children living

under the same roof.

As the American economy had progressed from agricultural to industrial one,

people were forced to move to different parts of the country to get good jobs.

These jobs were mainly in the large cities. Now, in fact, three-quarters of

Americans live in urban areas which occupy 2.5% of the national total land mass.

Of the 118 million in the labor force, only 3 million still work on the farm.
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Since moving for better jobs has often divided the extended family, the nuclear

family became more popular. At present, 55% of the families in the US are nuclear

families. But besides the two types of traditional family groupings, the family is

now being expanded to include a variety of other living arrangements because of

divorce. There is an increase in single-parent families, in which a father or mother

lives with one or more children. Divorce has also led to blended families, which

occur when previously married men and women marry again and combine the

children from former marriage into a new family. There are also some couples who

do not want to have children to form two-person childless families.

Câu 19: A nuclear family is one that ___________________________.

A. is bigger than extended family

B. relatives live with

C. consists of father, mother, and children living in the same house

D. there are only grandparents, parents and their children living in

Câu 20: The expression “under the same roof’ means

A. in the same building

B. under the house

C. a house with one roof

D. a house with the roof the same as the wall

Câu 21: The nuclear family becomes more popular because

of____________________.
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A. more divorces

B. the division of the extended family

C. an increase in single-parent families

D. fewer jobs in big cities

Câu 22: A blended family is a newly formed

family____________________________ .

A. in which there are no children

B. that there is only one couple living in with their newborn children

C. that has only father or mother living with children

D. with the combination of children of the two previously married father and

mother

Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original

meanings

1. Tom began playing the piano 4 years ago.

Tom has

________________________________________________________________.

2. People speak English here. (Passive voice)

__________________________________________________________________

___.
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3. I haven’t seen him for 2 months.

I last

__________________________________________________________________

_.

4. The guide said, “Let’s stop for a rest”

The guide suggested

_____________________________________________________.

5. My mother makes my bed on weekends. (last Sunday)

__________________________________________________________________

____.

6. All his friends will see him off at the airport. (Passive voice)

He_______________________________________________________________

______.

ĐÁP ÁN

Choose the word or phrase ( a, b , c or d) that best fits each space

in the following passage

1 - A; 2 - D; 3 - C; 4 - C;

Choose the best answers

5 - D; 6 - B; 7 - C; 8 - C; 9 - C; 10 - D; 11 - A;
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12 - B; 13 - A; 14 - B: 15 - C: 16 - D; 17 - D: 18 - C;

Read the passage, and expose the correct answer A, B, C or D for

each question

19 - C; 20 - A; 21 - B; 22 - D;

Rewrite the following sentences without changing their original

meanings

1 - Tom has played the piano for 4 years

2 - English is spoken here.

3 - I last saw him 2 months ago.

4 - The guide suggested stopping for a rest/ The guide suggested that we should

stop/stopped for a rest.

5 - My mother made my bed last Sunday.

6 - He will be seen off at the airport by all his friends.
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